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Introduction 

Let Y be a connected compact oriented di旺erentiable manifold (without 

boundary). Suppose that SI acts on Y di旺erentiably and e旺ectively without 

五xed points. This means that no point of Y is left fixed by the whole 

group, that is YS' = �. Let Y' be another manifold which has the properties 

of Y and let W be a compact differentiable manifold, such that a w = YU (-Y') 

and SI-action on aw extends di百erentiably all over W. Suppose also that 

we have WS'= ゆ for the SI-action on W. If Y and Y' satisfy the above 

condition, we say that they are SI-acting cobordant or they belong to the 

same SI-acting cobordism class. 

Any differentiable principal SI-bundle over a differentiable manifold is 

a manifold on which SI acts di任erentiably and e旺ectively without 五xed points 

by the multiplication of complex numbers in fibre. We shall consider the 

SI-acting cobordism for Y and Y' which have the differential principal SI_ 
bundle structures over differentiable structures of a connected compact 

manifold M and have the SI-actions stated in the above. It should be noted 

that if Y and Y' are SI-acting cobordant by the manifold W , the SI-action 
on W is not necessarily free, that is, Y and Y' do not necessarily belong 

to the same equivariant cobordism class in the usual sense. By imposing 

some cohomology conditions upon M , Y and Y' have unique spin structures. 
The purpose of this note is to show, directly by the powerful invariant ρof 
M. F. Atiyah and F. Hirzebruch [2], that when W has a spin-structure which 

is compatible with those of Y and Y' and the dimension of M is 2k, 
the principal SI-bundle structures of Y and Y' are isomorphic. Finally we 
shall show several examples. 

~ 1. Statement of results 

Let M be a connected compact oriented differentiable manifold of dimenｭ
sion 2k such that 

(1) Hl(M; Z2) = 0, H2(1vl; Z) = Z , w2(M) キ o.

Suppose that if g is a generator of H2(M; Z), gkεH2k (M ; Z) is not zero. 
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We regard SI=SO(2) as the multiplicative group which consists of the 

complex numbers with absolute value 1. In the following, we assume com・
plex line bundles have structural group U(1)=SO(2). The di旺erentiable SI_ 

bundles are in 1-1 correspondence with the differentiable complex line bunｭ

dles over the same base space. A complex line bundle ~ is characterized 

topologically by its f�st Chern class c = Cl (~) which is of the form ag where 

a is an integer. We assume that ~ is a differentiable complex line bundle 

and we denote by Y" the total space of the principal SI-bundle corresponding 

to ~ and denote by X" the total space of the closed unit disk bundle cor・

responding to~. Y" is a closed connected oriented differentiable manifold on 

which SI={zl!z!=l} acts differentiably and effectively without 五xed points 

by the multiplication of ♂ in fìbre, for some integer mキo. We call this 

action a natural SI-action on Y" for m. X" is a connected compact oriented 

differentiable manifold with the boundary Y" , on which SI acts also nonｭ
trivially. We notice that if ~' is the complex line bundle having the f�st 

Chern class Cl(~')= -ag, SI-bundles Y", Y" , are isomorphic by the bundle 
map over the identity of M , which reverses the orientation of f�re. 

We assume that Cl (引きo mod 2. Then from the assumption (1), it 
follows that 

H 1(Y,,; Z2) = 0 , W2 (民) = 0 , 
and 

H 1(X,,; Z2) = 0，叩2(X，，) = O. 

Therefore Y" has (for some Riemannian metric) exactly one spin-structure up 

to isomorphism and X" also does, by the arguments of M. F. Atiyah and R. 
Bott [1], p. 480. We denote by Y M the set of SI-bundles Y" over differenｭ

tiable structures of M such that cl(~)=ag， a主o mod 2 and moreover if k 

is even, a 1S posltlve. 

Let Y and Y' be connected compact oriented di妊erentiable manifolds 

such that 

H1(y; Z2) = H1(Y'; Z2) = 0，切2(Y) = 叩2(Y') = O. 

And suppose that SI acts on them differentiably and effectively without 五xed

points. We say that Y and Y' are SI-acting spin-cobordant or they belong 

to the same SI-acting ゅin-cobordism class, if there exists a compact dif・

ferentiable manifold W on which SI acts differentiably and effectively without 
f�ed points and 

H1(W; Z2) = 0 , w2(W) = 0 , 

�= YU(-Y'ト

This de五nition of the SI-acting spin-cobordism is essentially due to M. F. 
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Atiyah and F. Hirzebruch. [2]. 

Now we state the following main theorem. 

Theorem 1.1. Any two SI-bundles 01 ~'/ M are isomoゆhic ザ and only 

ザ they belong to the same SI-acting ゆzn・cobordism clω's up to topological 

equivalence.丸山ith respect to some natural SI-actions. 

Remark (1) For the S匂quivariant oriented cobordism class, the theorem 
is a direct consequence of the invariance of the Chern number (C1)k[M], but 
we are dealing with the SI-acting spin-cobordism class. (2) Suppose that 

k is even. Let � and �' be differentiable complex line bundles such that 

c1 (ç)=ag , w2(M)=ag mod 2, a<O and c1(ç')=a'g , w2(M)=内 mod 2, a'>O. 
Reversing the orientation of fibre of Ye" we obtain the differentiable S-bundle 

Ye" such that c1 (�") = ( -a')g. By the above theorem Ye and Ye" are SI_ 

bundle isomorphic if and only if they belong to the same SI-acting spinｭ

cobordism class with respect to natural Sl-actions. 

To prove the Theorem 1. 1, we obtain, in ~ 2, some results about values 
of local spin-numbers for the S-action on X e• We shall give a proof of the 

main theorem and some examples in ~ 3. 

~ 2. The invariant P (z, Y) 

Let Y be the connected compact oriented differential manifold (without 

boundary) of dimension 2k + 1 such that H1 (Y; Z2) = 0，叩2(Y)=0. Suppose 

that SI acts on Y differentiably and effectively without 五xed points and 

suppose that Y bounds a connected compact oriented differenteable SI-manifold 

X such that H1 (X ; Z2) = 0，却2(X)=0. We denote by X~' a component of 

the fixed point set for the SI-action on X. By the de五nition of M. F. Atiyah 

and F. Hirzebruch [2] or M. F. Atiyah and 1. M. Singer [3], we have 

(2 ) ρ (z， Y) = L: spin (z, X~') , 

which does not depend on the choice of X. 

For the SI-manifold Xe in the preceding section, it is easily verified 

that the fixed point set (X.Y" is the z町o section of the complex line bundle 

�. Hence it is diffeomorphic to the manifold M of base space and is conｭ

nected. The normal bundle N((Xet') of (Xe)S' in Xe is isomorphic to � and 

託SI operates as a multiplication of a complex number zm in fibre, for the 
integer m. The eigenvalue of the operation of z in the fibre is z幅 and for 

zES1 but z not a root of unity, we have 

( 3 ) spin (z, (X.)S') = (-1)<止 '1) ~(M)(z叫12(!"12_ zm匂 "/2) 1 [M] 
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by M. F. Atiyah and F. Hirzebruch [2], where m is the multiplicative 

sequence with the characteristic series 

ェ/2 ヱ
sinh x/2 〆/2_ e x/2 

and c=c1 (ご) is the 五rst Chern class of �. c can be written as ag where 9 

is a generator of H2(M; Z) and aε Z. By the def�ition of 翁， we have 

( 4 )羽(M) = L: ﾂr (Pl (M)， …，ム(M))

where ﾂr (Pl (M)， …，ム(M))EH4r(M; Q) are polynomials in the Pontrjagin 

classes Pi(M). We notice that the right hand side of (3) is a rational funcｭ

tion on the complex number plane C if m is even and it is a function on 

the double branched covering of C if m is odd. 

1'0 distinguish values ofρ (z， 民)， we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. We hαve 

( 5 ) (z 'n/ヤ/2 _ zvt/2e-c/2) ー 1 = (z-m/2_z1n/2) 一 1 (1 十 αlC + … +αkCk) , 

ωhere αi is a polynomial of order i, in the variable 

ど = (z-m/2 + zm!2) 仲間/2_ Z:m/2)-1.

Proof From direct computations, it follows that 

(z 明/ヤ'2_Z郡/2e-c/2) 一 l

/ ~I 1 作I(k ~2[k/2J) ¥ ~-1 

= (z 川!2_zm/2t 1 ( 1 +二c+ 一三 c2 + …十三 ck 1 
¥ ~， 2 -, 222! - , 2kk! -) 

We put 

1 十 c+一::_._c2 + …+三一一一-ckl = 1+αlC + α2C2 + ・・・十叫ck .
(ZFIP(川/2J) ¥ -1 

2 -, 222! - , 2k k! -) 

1'hen αi is determined uniquely by the following formulas : 

α1+号 =0 ，

日1(与)+ゐ =0 ，

/ ~I ¥ ~/(j -2[j/2]) 作l(i-2[i/2J)

α汁αi-d す)十…十町 2二寸万í +…+ニヲ;r--= 0 , 
、】，】'・- " 

/ど\ • z巾 2[k/2 ハ
αk 十αk-ll -c;-I 十・・・十 一 U

'~Æ-j\2)' 2kk! ~ 
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By an obvious induction, the term of the highest power of z' in lX; is 

( -1)ペど)i/2i . 

Thus the lemma is proved. 

Theorem 2. 2. 1t follows that 

ρ (z， Y,) = spin(z, (X,Y') 
= (_ly+l(z-m/2_zm/2t1 F , 

叩here F is a polynomial of order k, in z' = (z-m/2 十 Z明 12) (z一山 ♂/2t 1 . 1f 

c = Ci (~) = ag , then the coefficient ザ(ど)k in the ρolynomial F is 

( -1)ペピ/2")g" [M]. 

Proof From (3), (4) and the above lemma, it follows that 

(_1)ki1p(z, Y，)= 翁 (M)(z m/2_z'"勺 1(1 +α1C + … +α"ck) [M] 

The formula 

= (z 栴/2_Z"'/2)-1( L: ム(M))(l + α1C + …十 αkc")[M]

= (z-m/2 _ Z?n/2) 一 1 (αkÂo(M)ck + α(k-2) λ1(M)c(k 2) 

+…十α(k U/2J)AW2](M)c(ト 2Ck!2J)) [M] 

ニ (Z- 1ll/2_ Z1n勺 1 (akαkポ凹]十 a(k 幻 α(k 2) λ1(M)g(k 刊M]

+…十a(k 取引)α(k-2[k/2J) ﾂ[k/2J (M) σ( た 2[k/2]) [M]). 

a"lXkgk[M] +ak - Z lX(k_2)Â 1 (M)ザ-2[1¥;1] + 
+.….一. +a(k伏k- 2紅山[以比町kιk!川/

iおs a polynomial i血n zど， with rational c∞oe妊e印Clたentおs. The term of the highest 

order (kth order) of z' in the polynomial is in akαkgk [M] and it is 

( -ly(が/2") ヂ [M].

Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 

~ 3. S1-acting cobordism of Y, and examples 
Using results of the previous section, we prove our main theorem stated 

in ~ 1. 

Proof of Theorem 1. 1. Let ~1 and ~2 be differentiable complex line 

bundles with structural group U(l), over di妊erentiable structures of M. Y" 

and Y" denote the S-bundles corresponding to ~1 and ~2 respectively. 

Suppose that Y" and Y" E プ'，1{ are topologically isomorphic differentiable 

S1-bundles. Natural S-actions on them for each m are isomorphic. If we 

take 
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日'=れ， x1 , 
then we have 

ff1(W;Zz)=HI(YJl;Zi)=O , 

aw= Y" U(-Y ,,) and Y" 竺民2 ・

Lヨtπ1: Ye, xIー→Ye ， be the projection to the fﾌrst factor. 1t follows that 

印2(W) = W2(た， xI)

=πfzuz(11) 

=0. 

Thus }'ミ， and Y" belong to the same SI-acting spin-cobordism class up to 

topological equivalences, with respect to natural S-actions for the same m. 
Conversely, suppose that Y, and Y" with natural SI-actions for m1 and 

m2 respectively, belong to the same SI-acting spin-cobordism class. Then by 

M. F. Atiyah and F. 日lrzεbruch [2], we have 

ρ (z， Y,,) = ρ (z， Y,J 
and hence 

spin(z, Y,) = spin(z, Y,,). 

Let C1(~I)=a品 C1(~2)=a2g where α]， a2>0. 
By Theorem 2.2, we have 

-1 ~k _ ~k 
m1 ニ m2 anaα1α2 ・

Since a ], a2 are positive integers, it follows that 

α1 = a2. 

Thus we have c1 (乙)=c1 (も) and hence 

~1 ~~2 ・

The proof of Theorem 1. 1 is completed. 

For the complex line bundle ~ over M with c1(~)=ag ， the manifold れ IS

obviously spin-cobordant to S2k+1 in the following sense: There exists a 

differentiable manifold W such that 

H1(W; 22) = 0 , W 2(W) = 0 , 
aW=Y,u(-S2k 1). 

But from Theorem 2. 2, we obtain, 

Proposition 3. 1. If c1 (~)キ土 σ ， Y is not S・acting ゅznィobord仰tω

S2k+1 叩ith the standard circle action. 
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We consider some examples of S-bundles satisfying the conditions of 

Theorem 1. 1. 

Exaゅん1. Let M be a complex projective space cp2n. We take, as 
YM=プ'cp2n， the set of differentiable S-bundles Y. corresponding to differenｭ

tiable complex line bundles ~ over differentiable structures of cpn such that 

Cl(~)=ag， a三 1 mod 2 and a>Ü, where gεH2(Cp2勺 Z) is the canonical 

generator. The condition (1) for M=Cpz旬 are easily verifi.ed. By Theorem 

1. 1, any two Sl-bundles of Ycp2n are isomorphic if and only if they are 

Sl-acting spin-cobordant upto topological equivalences with respect to natural 

S-actions. 

Kむample 2. Let HPn denote a quaternionic projective space of quater・

nionic dimension n. We can choose M = Cp2n枠HPn(n>2) which is the conｭ

nected sum of Cp2n and Hpn. The condition (1) for this manifold are 

satisfi.ed. By similar arguments, one can also take, as M , 

cpn事Hpn~... 枠Hpn ，

cp2n~ (HPk , X HPk2 X … X HPkr) (Iι =n). 
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